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Abstract: Question and answer systems play a crucial role in providing answers to users that seek it, primarily in the case of non-factual questions. A Social Q&A system aims to integrate properties of social networks like similar interests of the users and mutual trust between within a set of friends which makes the reliability of certain answers more prudent. In simple terms, it aims to find a expert that can provide the right answers, ideally within the user's social circle. Our project endeavors to serve pregnant mothers in answering their private or non-private questions regarding their pregnancies. Our system provides a platform for the to-be mothers to ask their questions to experts who can suggest suitable advises for their benefit. The user also has the added advantage of accessing information from experts who belong to their social circle thereby reducing the anonymity of the expert. We have compared the accuracy of few machine learning algorithms that includes Decision Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor kNN), Logistic Regression (LR), ZeroR (the baseline classifier). Our model has an accuracy of over 75%, while demonstrating robustness across learning algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The web as we know of it today consists of multiple sources that can provide answers to a user’s queries. The most standout example of this, are popular search engines like Google and Bing. Google uses techniques like keyword matching and tokenization of the query to access the right answers. Bing software was recently licensed by Facebook to deliver to its customers an integrated platform of search engine that involves the social networks of the user. Needless to say, this was a huge move towards the future. However, there lie some shortcomings in this approach. Search engines perform well when question posed to it are factual questions. Suppose a question like “Who is best batsman currently in the world” the system fails to deliver accurate results.

This is where social Q&A systems come to the fore. These systems work best when non-factual data is needed. It is also an added advantage that factual questions will anyway be answered as factual as possible as its accuracy is public. Q&A software is often provided to business and technical industries, so its users can be asked questions as well as provides or receive expert answers to them. This kind of software is useful in industries like the above mentioned as newcomers can pose non-formal questions to publically which can be answered by any expert within its system.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

A thorough understanding of few research papers provided with the ideas to implement this project. Although some applications prefer searching as opposed to asking, generally provides a more comprehensive answer to queries [1]. The scripts give an understanding that teens are more likely to ask factual questions and that too in higher numbers compared to adults [2]. Some resources conducted tests on Question Retrieval processes and denoted ways of integrating users’ availability and expertise to acquire the answer within a frame of time [5]. It is noted that some techniques used grouping users into sets of questions answered or posted by them. Discussions that revolved around factual questions often were observed to have a thread of answers. When researching non-factual questions, it is noted that the threads of communication were longer as it most probably lead to further questioning from the user and subsequent answers from other field experts. On an average it could be said that factual questions often yield a smaller thread of communication while non-factual questions have a longer thread due to subsequent information seeking. Few papers on this topic also helped enormously in understanding relationships between user groups which help in categorizing users into pools within which users are most likely to question about a specific domain and receive expert opinion from within the same group [6]. Since this project focused on the medical application of the system, some books gave an research insight that suggested the efficient use of social question and answer systems in the field of medicine [7,8]. PeopleRank was studied, which is a forwarding algorithm exploiting social properties to decrease the number of message retransmissions in Mobile Opportunistic Networks. PeopleRank is a social distributed algorithm which measures opportunistically the significance of a node in a social graph depending on the social interaction between nodes and their interaction frequency. It succeeds in establishing an end-to-end delay and a success rate given by flooding, while reducing the percentage of retransmission by 50% [9].
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III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A Social Q&A system aims to integrate properties of social networks like similar interests of the users and mutual trust between within a set of friends which makes the reliability of certain answers more prudent. In simple terms, it aims to find a expert that can provide the right answers, ideally within the user’s social circle. Fig 1 displays the project architecture.

![Fig 1: Architecture of The System](image)

The research work aims to provide a system that abides with security and efficiency enhancements by protecting our end user’s privacy, identifies, and finds the answers automatically for questions that have been posed earlier. Our results have shown us that Social Q&A systems can be used to ingeniously increase answers quality and fetch time of the answers. In the proposed system, the user interacts with the system through queries that are subject oriented. The system reverts back with previous posts and answers that are similar. When it encounters a query that has not been posed till date, it consults an expert and stores the answer that is provided by the expert in the database for future encounters from the user.

IV. SEQUENCE DIAGRAM

Fig 2 captures the sequence diagram of the project. The user in need of the system proposes the system with the question which is then displayed on the interface. The interface then uses the software to generate a token for the current question asked by the user. Post the token generation operation, an event is triggered to fetch the question from the database. The database fetches the question as per the query posed to it by user.

![Fig 2: Sequence Diagram Of The Sessions](image)

The fetched question then undergoes the pattern matching task to look for the common keywords to match the question. The next stage involves short listing a few posts that might have the relevant answer to the query posed. If there are posts of similar type, the post id is matches within the database of our system and similar posts are retrieved hoping that these will answer the users query. Once we have a confirmed id we then fetch the post from the database and then send it to the interface via the software which is then provided to the end user.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT

The framework that is developed is a question and answer system and takes into consideration the social relation of the user and the person answering their question. This project on is specifically build considering pregnancy as the domain. We hope to provide a suitable system for a pregnant mother to pose her questions and receive answers from trusted sources. We have implemented this project using Java as the language of code. We considered the usability of the language and its universal popularity for this consideration, which would make future enhancements easy configure. Initially, we operate by classifying users into groups of similar questions posed/answers needed. This gives us an understanding of what the user wants and most importantly helps us retrieve any past data that might be similar to the ones that are needed right now. We use the principle of Bloom filters to assess if the user is within a given set of grouping. Bloom filter is a probabilistic data structure that is used to test if a member is present in the set or not. The price paid for this efficiency is that it tells us that the element is not in the set or may be in the set. To ensure that there is privacy offered to the user, we also consider Onion Routing which is a technique for anonymous communication over a network. Like in an onion, the message is encapsulated in multiple layers of encryption. In the interface, we have three modules of functionality- User, Admin and Expert. The user poses the question that he/she seeks the answer to. The admin can control which user to allow or which expert to be added to the system. If the user posts a question that is not posed before, the system contacts the expert to get an opinion. This opinion is then saved for future references. The answers can be posted on the home page, to which replies will be generated publically, or the questions can be asked in private, which will yield private answers to the users. Researchers have applied several statistical classification techniques for text categorization. In this research we use five different classifiers including, SVM, DT, LR, ZeroR and kNN, which have been shown to be elective in previous text classification work. The data space is partitioned using linear or non-linear boundaries between different classes by SVM. By partitioning the data space SVMs achieves high performance in text categorization, this is because they accept high dimensional feature spaces and sparse feature vectors[11]. No the other hand the KNN by considering its neighbors based on a similarity measure (e.g., distance functions) classifies new text by a majority vote of its neighbors. The KNN algorithm is simple and fast, also it is sensitive to the local structure of the data. The next algorithm for classification problems is called the Zero Rule algorithm, also called ZeroR.
For a regression predictive modeling problem where a numeric value is predicted, the ZeroR algorithm predicts the mean of the training dataset. The other famously used machine learning algorithm is the Logistic regression. It many ways linear regression and logistic regression are similar. Linear regression is usually used to predict/forecast values but logistic regression is used for classifying tasks. By using DT classifier, on the other hand represents leaves as class labels and branches as conjunctions of features that lead to those class labels. It is observed that DT trees are consistently slow and sometimes suffer from over-fitting. Decision Tree: Decision tree is one of the most useful and technically strong tools for classification and prediction. A Decision tree is a flowchart like structure, where each internal node represents a decision criteria/test, each branch emanating from it shows the test result and leaf nodes are class labels. Decision trees are based on the concept of recursive partitioning till the class labels consist of identical entries.

In our implementation, we use decision trees to classify the user’s query. Each query is classified as one of three categories – Database, Social Network or Searching. The classifier works on principles of tokenization of the query, searching the social network for experts and pattern matching. If the classifier denotes the query as Database, the token of the queries used as the primary key to obtain previous instances of answers to the same question within the database. On the other hand, if will be classified as Social, the classifier has noted that there is no instance of previous answers but the friend circle might contain a expert who can provide the answer. Here, the social circle of the user is given preference. Any experts within the social system have the opportunity to provide answers to the posed query. If the social circle does not consist of experts, the classifier denotes it as Searching. Here, the query is posted publically to all experts to obtain suitable answers.

Pseudocode for decision tree implementation:
Input: A set of users and experts, by the admin, after authorization
1. While the user is valid,
   a. For each query,
      Apply the classifier,
      The classified queries will be of three types : Database, Social or Searching
2. If query=database,
   a. Obtain the token or primary key
   b. Match the token with existing entries
   c. Retrieve the answers
3. If query=Social,
   a. Post the question to experts in social circle
   b. Retrieve answers
   c. Store answers in database with primary key as token of query
4. If query=Searching,
   a. Post the question to experts publically
   b. Retrieve answers
   c. Store answers in database with primary key as token of query

The graph gives the accuracy values of all the algorithms used in this research, it is clearly evident that the DT algorithm proves to be better than any algorithms considered in this experiment.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

Q&A system are used in various industries for applications such as research activities, information gather and retrieval and open forum talks or discussions. The aim of this system that we have developed is to integrate ways of improving the access time of answers within the system and the quality of answers that a user receives. In this regard, we have developed a Social Q&A system for application in the field of pregnancy related queries.

It takes advantage of multiple social network properties, to forward a question to potential answer providing experts, ensuring that a posed question receives a high-quality answer within a period of time that we feel is appropriate. It also provides an added advantage of experts receiving questions on their homepage which is easier than the earlier practice of having to search a search engine to find questions that he/she can find answerable. We have tried to gain inspiration and tried to implement principles of Bloom filters and Onion Routing. Bloom Filter is a probabilistic method which allots a probability to the chances of a user belonging to a particular subset. Onion Routing is a routing protocol where, the message that passes through each layer of communication gets added with a layer of encryption. This yield a model where the message is layer-on-layer stacked with encryptions which we have tried to implement in our private query postings.

Q&A activities from our system have shown that our application provides answers with minimal latency and also provides answers of high quality. Compared to algorithms like SVM, kNN, LR, and ZeroR, DT gives a accuracy of more then 75% to the answers that are predicted. In the future, we hope to include techniques of topic modeling and embedding of words to ensure the efficiency of the system can be increased.
The dynamism of Social Q&A system also can be used to integrate it with machine learning techniques to ensure the answers can be learned by the system and innately researched and displayed to the user, even if cases of prior history of the question being non-existent. We will conduct tests on a large user base in the real-world experiment.
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